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Abstract :  Duplicitous behaviors in Google Play, the most popular Android app market, fuel hunt rank misuse and malware 

production. To identify malware in previous work has focused on app executable and permission analysis. In this work, I 

introduce FairPlay, a unique system that discovers and controls traces left behind by fraudsters, to detect both malware and 

apps subjected to hunt rank scheme. FairPlay correlates review activities and uniquely combines detected review relations 

with linguistic and behavioral signals collected from Google Play app data, in order to identify suspicious apps. FairPlay 

achieves over 95% accuracy in classifying gold standard datasets of malware, duplicitous and genuine apps. I show that 75% 

of the identified malware apps engage in hunt rank scheme. FairPlay discovers hundreds of duplicitous apps that currently 

avoid Google Bouncer’s discovery technology. FairPlay also helped the discovery of more than 1,000reviews, reported for 

193 apps, that reveal a new type of “coercive” review campaign: users are harassed into writing positive reviews, and install 

and review other apps. 

 

Index Terms: Introduction, cloud computing, existing work, proposed work 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The commercial success of Android app markets such as Google Play and the incentive model they offer to popular apps, 

make them appealing targets for fraudulent and malicious behaviours. Some fraudulent developers deceptively boost the hunt 

rank and popularity of their apps (e.g., through fake reviews and bogus installation counts), while malicious developers use 

app markets as a launch pad for their malware. The motivation for such behaviours is impact: app popularity surges translate 

into financial benefits and expedited malware proliferation. Fraudulent developers frequently exploit crowd sourcing sites 

(e.g., Freelancer, Fiverr, Best App Promotion) to hire teams of willing workers to commit fraud collectively, emulating 

realistic, spontaneous activities from unrelated people (i.e., “crowd sourcing”). I call this behaviour “hunt rank scheme”. In 

addition, the efforts of Android markets to identify and remove malware are not always successful. For instance, Google Play 

uses the bouncer system to remove malware. However, out of the 7, 756 Google Play apps I analysed using virus total, 12% 

(948) were flagged byat least one anti-virus tool and 2% (150) were identified as malware by at least 10 tools. Previous 

mobile malware detection work has focused on dynamic analysis of app executables as well as static analysis of code and 

permissions. However, recent Android malware analysis revealed that malware evolves quickly to bypass anti-virus tools. In 

this work,I seek to identify both malware and hunt rank scheme subjects in Google Play.  An “install job” posting from 

Freelancer, asking for 2000 installs within 3 days, in an organized way that includes expertise verifications and provides 

secrecy assurances. Text enlarged for easier reading, I posit that malicious developers resort to hunt rank scheme to boost the 

impact of their malware. Unlike existing solutions, I build this work on the observation that fraudulent and malicious 

behaviours leave behind tell-tale signs on app markets. Resource constraints can compel fraudsters to post reviews within 

short time intervals.  Legitimate users affected by malware may report unpleasant experiences in their reviews. Increases in 

the number of requested permissions from one version to the next, which I will call “permission ramps”, may indicate benign 

to malware transitions. The purpose of this application is to introduce, an efficient technique which is being used for to detect 

malware and fraudulent apps in Google store. By using this detect the fake reviews and bogus installation counts. 

This application has been used to perform following list of operations. 

 Detect Malware Apps in Google store 

 Detect Apps which are assigned with fake Ratings. 
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II RELATED WORK  

Literature Survey 

Google Bouncers Technology 

Bouncer quietly and automatically scans apps (both new and previously uploaded ones) and developer accounts in Google 

Play with its reputation engine and cloud infrastructure. According to Google, bouncer was responsible for a 40% drop in the 

number of malicious apps in its app store.Bouncer scanning software, developed by Google, is designed to search the Android 

market for software that could be malicious, the company announced Thursday on its blog. With the success of Android this 

year, the company says it wants to protect its many users and their devices from harm. Bouncer will scan current and new 

applications, plus developer accounts. The blog post explained how the service will function.  

 

Working of Bouncer Technology 

Once an application is uploaded, the service immediately starts analysing it for known malware, spyware and trojans. It also 

looks for behaviours that indicate an application might be misbehaving, and compares it against previously analysed apps to 

detect possible red flags. I actually run every application on Google’s cloudinfrastructure and simulate how it will run on an 

Android device to look for hidden, malicious behaviour. I also analyse new developer accounts to help prevent malicious and 

repeat-offending developers from coming back.Bouncerwas tested in 2011 and comparing the first half of the year to the 

second, Google mobile reported a 40% decrease in malicious downloads.  Google says from the beginning, Android was 

designed with security in mind. And, although a company can't prevent malware, it can control the amount of damage those 

threats can cause with a dynamic security plan. 

 

Malware Removal 

Android is designed to prevent malware from modifying the platform or hiding from you, so it can be easily removed if your 

device is affected. Android market also has the capability of remotely removing malware from your phone or tablet, if 

required. Google's long been fine-tuning its security features for its various products. Although in the past Google's products 

have clashed with that of other mobile service providers due to security concerns. 

 

FairPlay 

The present system introduces FairPlay, a system to automatically detect malicious and fraudulent apps. 

 

Fig 1:FairPlay System Architecture 

 

 

The Coreg module identifies suspicious, time related co-review behaviours. The RF module uses linguistic tools to detect 

suspicious behavioursreported by genuine reviews. The IRR module uses behavioural information to detect suspicious apps. 

The JH module identifies permission ramps to pinpoint possible Jekyll-Hyde app transitions. 
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FairPlay Overview 

FairPlay organizes the analysis of longitudinal app data intothe following 4modules; illustrated in the Co-ReviewGraph 

(CoReG) module identifies apps reviewed in a contiguoustime window by groups of users with significantlyoverlapping 

review histories. The Review Feedback (RF)2module exploits feedback left by genuine reviewers, whilethe Inter Review 

Relation (IRR) module leverages relationsbetween reviews, ratings and install counts. The Jekyll-Hyde (JH) module monitors 

app permissions, with a focus on dangerousones, to identify apps that convert from benign tomalware. Each module produces 

several features that areused to train an app classifier. FairPlay also uses general featuressuch as the app’s average rating, total 

number ofreviews, ratings and installs, for a total of 28 features.  

III PROPOSED WORK  

This application having following list of modules. They are 

 The Co-Review Graph 

 Reviewer Feedback 

 Inter-Review Relation 

 Jekyll-Hyde App Detection 

 

The Co-Review Graph  

This module exploits the observation that fraudsters who control many accounts will re-use them across multiple jobs. Its goal 

is then to detect sub-sets of an app’s reviewers that have performed significant common review activities in the past. In the 

following, I describe the co-review graph concept, formally present the weighted maximal clique enumeration  

 

problem, then introduce an efficient heuristic that leverages natural limitations in the behaviours of fraudsters. 

 

Reviewer Feedback  

In this module Reviews written by genuine users of malware and fraudulent apps may describe negative experiences. The RF 

module exploits this observation through a two-step approach. 

 Detect and filter out fraudulent reviews. 

 Identify malware and fraud indicative feedback from the remaining reviews. 

 

Inter-Review Relation  

This module leverages temporal relations between reviews, as well as relations between the review, rating and install counts 

of apps, to identify suspicious behaviours.  

 

Jekyll-Hyde App Detection  

In this module I can find distribution of the total number of permissions requested by malware, fraudulent and legitimate apps. 

Surprisingly, not only malware and fraudulent apps but also legitimate apps request large numbers of permissions. In addition, 

Android’s API level 22 labels 47 permissions as “dangerous”. The most popular dangerous permissions among these apps are 

“modify or delete the contents of the USB storage”, “read phone status and identity”, “find accounts on the device”, and 

“access precise location”. 
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IV   RESULTS 

 
 

Screen 1 : home page and  data owner,   user registration details 

 

 
Screen 2 : User Application Details 
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Screen 3 Fraud user 

 

 
Screen 4 Rate the Application 

 

 

 

Screen 5: malware mobile users 
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V CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Finally, I conclude that, it has been a great pleasure for me to work on this “Hunt Rank Scheme and Malware Discovery in 

Android App Store” project successfullycompleted.Through FairPlay todetect both fraudulent and malware Google Play apps. 

Our experiments on a newly contributed longitudinal app dataset have shown that a high percentage of malware is involved in 

search rank fraud on both are accurately identified by FairPlay. By using this FairPlay to successfully detect the fake reviews 

and bogus installation counts. The FairPlay satisfy the all test cases successfully. This  can be use temporal dimensions of 

review post times to identify suspicious review spikes received by apps. 
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